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The geometry of small causal diamonds is systematically studied, based on three distinct con-
structions that are common in the literature, namely the geodesic ball, the Alexandrov interval
and the lightcone cut. The causal diamond geometry is calculated perturbatively using Riemann
normal coordinate expansion up to the leading order in both vacuum and non-vacuum. We provide
a collection of results including the area of the codimension-two edge, the maximal hypersurface
volume and their isoperimetric ratio for each construction, which will be useful for any applications
involving the quantitative properties of causal diamonds. In particular, by solving the dynamical
equations of the expansion and the shear on the lightcone, we find that intriguingly only the light-
cone cut construction yields an area deficit proportional to the Bel-Robinson superenergy density W
in four dimensional spacetime, but such a direct connection fails to hold in any other dimension. We
also compute the volume of the Alexandrov interval causal diamond in vacuum, which we believe is
important but missing from the literatures. Our work complements and extends the earlier works on
the causal diamond geometry by Gibbons and Solodukhin [1], Jacobson, Senovilla and Speranza [2]
and others [3–5]. Some potential applications of our results in mathematical general relativity and
quantum gravity are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Feynman interpreted the Einstein field equation as di-
rectly relating radius excess of some small spatial ball
with the matter energy contained within, while holding
the area same as in flat Minkowski space [6]. It sug-
gests the essence of spacetime dynamics is captured by
the geometry of a small causal diamond. Following the
same philosophy, there are some proposals demonstrat-
ing that the Einstein field equation can be derived from
the entanglement equilibrium [7] or the quantum speed
limit [8] using the causal diamond setup. The causal di-
amond setup also plays an important role in the study of
quantum gravity. It has been used in causal set theory [3–
5, 9–11], holography [12–14] and cosmology [15, 16]. In
most applications, however, the geometry of the small
causal diamond is resolved at the order of Ricci curva-
ture. It is thus worth studying the geometry at higher
order in vacuum to open up more applications of causal
diamonds.
Causal diamond is a somewhat broad term and its ex-
act construction differs in different applications. One no-
table recent work using causal diamond is by Jacobson
et al [2, 7], in which the Einstein field equation is re-
lated to the entanglement equilibrium associated with
the geodesic ball causal diamond (GCD). The edge area
deficit of GCD is governed by the Einstein tensor. By
hypothesising that the vacuum entanglement entropy in
a small geodesic ball is maximal at fixed volume with re-
spect to variations in both geometry and quantum fields,
Jacobson derives the full nonlinear Einstein equation. It
is then natural to ask what a higher order perturbation
might imply according to the maximal vacuum entangle-
ment hypothesis. One expects at higher order the grav-
itational superenergy characterised by the Bel-Robinson
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superenergy W (to be defined later) should be the rele-
vant quantities that controls the GCD geometry. How-
ever, the geometric perturbation does not behave nicely
at higher order as shown in [2], so ball deformations are
considered in [2] using the Alexandrov interval construc-
tion and various other consistent prescriptions. On the
other hand, one can take a different perspective by treat-
ing the Alexandrov interval as another construction of
causal diamonds (ACD) parallel to the geodesic ball con-
struction. In fact, the standard notion of causal diamond
usually refers to the Alexandrov interval. ACD already
receives a lot of attention in earlier works [1, 3, 4, 9].
However, none of the investigations on ACD extends to
higher order of perturbations, in particular, the lead-
ing order in vacuum. Filling this gap will certainly help
extend the various applications of ACD to the vacuum
cases, for instance in causal set theory. Furthermore,
we also consider a third construction, the lightcone cut,
which is used in evaluating the small sphere limit of var-
ious quasilocal mass (QLM) proposals [17–22]. One can
construct a causal diamond from the lightcone cut (LCD)
by taking its domain of dependence. One notable feature
of the QLM is that it should give the stress tensor and
Bel-Robinson superenergy W in non-vacuum and vac-
uum respectively at the small sphere limit. It is natural
to expect that the geometry of LCD has a nice connection
with W in vacuum. We will show, perhaps surprisingly,
that among the three constructions, only the lightcone
cut construction in four dimensional spacetime yields the
result that the edge area deficit being proportional to the
superenergy W .
In this work, we unite all three constructions under
the same setting of causal diamonds. Since almost all
studies of the causal diamond geometry so far restricts
to the leading order in the presence of matter, we aim
to provide a collection of higher order results that could
be of interest for any applications involving the quanti-
tative geometric features of causal diamonds. In order to
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2compute the perturbations of the causal diamond geome-
try, one could try the ‘special case’ method used in [1, 5],
where the causal diamond geometry is evaluated in exam-
ple spacetimes and universal geometric variations can be
drawn out. This method, though convenient, is difficult
to generalise to higher order for our purposes. Hence,
we adopt the same framework used by [2] in studying
GCD to probe the geometry of ACD in Riemann nor-
mal coordinates (RNC). Such higher order results are
made possible by using Brewin’s results of general RNC
expansions computed by Cadabra [23]. The latter is a
powerful tool that allows the small geometries of causal
diamonds to be perturbatively probed at arbitrary order
of interest. In the case of LCD, as opposed to the method
used to investigate the GCD and ACD, we solve the Ray-
chauduri equation and the evolution equation of the shear
to evaluate the area of the lightcone cut. We give explicit
results for the area of a codimension-2 causal diamond
edge A, the maximal hypersurface volume bounded by
the causal diamond edge V and the respective isoperi-
metric ratio I between the edge area and the maximal
volume. We investigate both non-vacuum and vacuum
cases for small ACD and LCD, and relevant GCD geom-
etry calculated in [2] will also be mentioned for complete-
ness. Furthermore, the d-volume V (d) of the Alexandrov
interval causal diamond in vacuum is computed, extend-
ing the result in [1]. This particular result is missing from
the literatures and could have direct applications in the
causal set approach to quantum gravity.
In section II, we first introduce some preliminary no-
tions relevant to our discussions, such as the electro-
magnetic decomposition of the Weyl tensor, the Bel-
Robinson tensor and superenergy density W . In section
III, we give the three different constructions of causal
diamonds. In section IV, we review and add some re-
sults regarding the geometry of small causal diamonds
in non-vacuum. Section V contains the new results for
the vacuum causal diamonds. We also compute the total
volume of ACD in section VI. Finally in section VII, we
briefly discuss the applications of our results.
We use the following index notation: a, b, c, . . . for
abstract index notations; µ, ν, α, · · · = 0, 1, . . . , d −
1 for RNC expressions concerning the full spacetime;
i, j, k, · · · = 1, . . . , d − 1 for codimension-1 objects and
A,B,C, · · · = 2, . . . , d− 1 for codimension-2 objects. For
the sake of brevity, we shall sometimes drop the Big O
error term in our results, such as O(ld+2), where the ex-
pansion order is understood.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We are interested in variations of the causal diamond
geometry as compared to its flat space counterparts. In
non-vacuum, the geometric variations are characterised
by Ricci-related quantities, like R,Rab, Gab. In vacuum,
the Ricci tensor vanishes so the spacetime geometry is
characterised by the Weyl tensor Cabcd. The geomet-
ric quantities of interest, such as area and volume, have
leading order expansions in terms of the squares of the
Weyl tensor, and they can be categorised by the electro-
magnetic decomposition of the Weyl tensor. Our discus-
sions on the electro-magnetic decomposition shall only
concern relevant notions that we need. One can refer to
[24] for more details.
Given some timelike vector Ua at O, one can decom-
pose the Weyl tensor at O into spatial tensors on any
hypersurface orthogonal to Ua at O. These spatial ten-
sors are referred as the electric and magnetic parts. In
adapted coordinates with respect to Ua where the unit
normal has coordinates Uµ = δµ0 , the electric-magnetic
decomposition is defined as:
Eij := C0i0j , Hijk := C0ijk, Dijkl := Cijkl, (1)
where Eij is the electric-electric part, Hijk is the electric-
magnetic part and Dijkl is the magnetic-magnetic part.
The unique tensor with the dominant property[25] and
quadratic in the Weyl tensor is the Bel-Robinson tensor,
defined in arbitrary dimension by [24]
Tabcd = CaecfCb
e
d
f + CaedfCb
e
c
f − 1
2
gabCgecfC
ge
d
f
− 1
2
gcdCaegfCb
egf +
1
8
gabgcdCefghC
efgh. (2)
Given a timelike vector Ua at O, the associate su-
perenergy density is defined as W := TabcdU
aU bU cUd
and it has been shown to characterise various quasilo-
cal masses of the vacuum gravitational field in the small
sphere limit [17–22]. So we can write W as
W =
1
2
[
E2 +H2 +
1
4
D2
]
, (3)
where E2 = EijEij , H
2 = HijkHijk, D
2 = DijklDijkl .
In four dimensions, one recovers the original Bel-
Robinson (BR) tensor [22]
Tabcd = CaecfCb
e
d
f + ∗Caecf ∗ Cbedf , (d = 4) (4)
which is defined in a way similar to how the electromag-
netic stress tensor is built from the electromagnetic ten-
sor. The BR tensor in four dimensions enjoys many nice
properties, such as being traceless, totally symmetric and
divergence-free in vacuum [24]. The superenergy is
W = E2 +B2, (d = 4) (5)
where Bij :=
1
2jklH
kl
i , and D
2 = 4E2 when d = 4.
This form suggests the name ‘superenergy’ density
analogous to the field energy in electrodynamics, but
with a different dimension. It is in parallel with the fact
that in vacuum the BR tensor is divergence-free. In fact,
using dimensional analysis, one can argue that in four di-
mensional vacuum any Lorentz invariant quasilocal mass
expression for a small sphere must be proportional to
W at leading order [22]. This justifies the interpretation
3of W as some gravitational energy. We will investigate
three causal diamonds in vacuum and study how the ge-
ometric quantities associated with them are related to
the electro-magnetic densities E2, H2, D2 and particu-
larly the superenergy W .
We close this section by introducing some important
expressions and identities that will be useful later in the
calculations. The metric expansion in RNC up to the
curvature squared order [23] is given in terms of the Rie-
mann curvature tensor at the RNC origin O:
gαβ(x) = ηαβ − 1
3
xµxνRαµβν − 1
6
xµxνxρ∇µRανβρ
+ xµxνxρxσ
(
2
45
RγµανRγρβσ −
1
20
∇µ∇νRαρβσ
)
.
(6)
The volume and area integral involves integration over
solid angles and the following result [26] will be handy to
use in our calculations later:∫
Sd
dΩdn
i1 . . . nik =
Ωd(d− 1)!!
(d+ k − 1)!!δ
(k)
i1i2...ik
, (k even) (7)∫
Sd
dΩdn
i1 . . . nik = 0. (k odd) (8)
where ni(θ) is the unit spatial vector with nini = 1,
{θA} is the angular coordinates on the d-sphere Sd, Ωd =
2pi(d+1)/2
Γ(n+12 )
is the volume of unit d-sphere Sd and δ
(k)
i1i2...ik
is defined recursively for even k:
δ
(k+2)
i1i2...ik+2
= (k + 1)!δ
(2)
i(j δ
(k)
i1i2...ik)
,
= δijδ
(k)
i1i2...ik
+ δii1δ
(k)
ji2...ik
+ · · ·+ δiikδ(k)i1i2...j .
(9)
δ
(2)
ij is the usual kronecker delta δij and the second
equality above is due to the fact that δ
(k)
i1i2...ik
so defined
is totally symmetric. We will frequently use the following
in later calculations.
δ
(4)
klmn = δklδmn + δkmδln + δknδml. (10)
In vacuum, we also have the following properties con-
cerning the electro-magnetic decompositions of the Weyl
tensor.
E ii = H
i
ji = 0, (11a)
D kikj = −C 0i0j = Ci0j0 = Eij , (11b)
HkliHlkjδ
ij =
H2
2
, (11c)
Hk li H
minδ
(4)
klmn =
3
2
H2, (11d)
EklEmnδ
(4)
klmn = 2E
2, (11e)
D k lp i D
pminδ
(4)
klmn =
3
2
D2 + E2, (11f)
δijδ(4)klmn∇k∇lCimjn = 0. (11g)
III. THREE CONSTRUCTIONS OF CAUSAL
DIAMONDS
The standard causal diamond, the Alexandrov interval
causal diamond, is the intersection region of two light-
cones, with one oriented upwards (future-directed) and
the other downwards (past-directed). The joint of inter-
section has the topology of Sd−2, and we shall refer them
as the diamond edge. One can generalise the standard
definition by starting from a given edge S and define the
domain of dependence as the causal diamond. This is
motivated by the fact that it is the edge that captures
the subtle geometric features of the causal diamond. In
this work, three distinct constructions of the diamond
edge found in the literatures are considered. Starting
from a closed, spacelike, codimension-2 surface S that is
homeomorphic to Sd−2, and an arbitrary spacelike hy-
persurface Σ with ∂Σ = S, we define the causal diamond
DS as the domain of dependence DS := D(Σ). Note
that D(Σ) is independent of what Σ we choose as long
as it is spacelike and has the edge S as boundary. The
causal diamond defined in this way coincides with the no-
tion of causally closed/complete set in algebraic quantum
field theory [14, 27], and also resembles the entanglement
wedge in AdS/CFT [28]. This is also how a geodesic ball
causal diamond is defined in [7]. Therefore, we believe
our definition in terms of the domain of depedence associ-
ated with the edge is more general than the usual notion
of causal diamond as the Alexandrov interval, thus facili-
tating more potential applications. Our definition also re-
sembles the light-sheet construction by Raphael Bousso’s
covariant entropy bound [13]. His construction is more
sophisticated as S can be some arbitrary codimension-2
surface whereas we only consider the closed surface that
has a topology of sphere.
We shall investigate three constructions of the diamond
edge, and they give the geodesic ball causal diamond
(GCD), the Alexandrov interval causal diamond (ACD),
and the lightcone cut causal diamond (LCD). Each causal
diamond has an associated orientation and we shall use
a normalised timelike vector Ua ∈ TOM to characterise
it, where O is the reference point associated with the di-
amond. We will later set up RNC at O and thus call it
the diamond origin. It is located in the centre of GCD
and ACD, whereas it sits at the lower tip in LCD.
The causal diamonds DS are defined from following
edge constructions (See Figure 1 for illustrations):
GCD: The edge in GCD is defined as the (d − 1)-
ball with geodesic radius l, with the geodesics emanating
from O and orthogonal to Ua. Its boundary is the edge
Sl, where the subscript denotes the size parameter l.
ACD: The edge in ACD is defined with a timelike
geodesic interval γ(p, q) from p to q with the affine pa-
rameter running from −l to l. O is the midpoint of
γ(p, q) and Ua is the unit tangent to the geodesic at
O. The edge Sl is the intersection of the two lightcones
Sl = I˙
+(p) ∩ I˙−(q) and the resulting causal diamond is
thus the Alexandrov interval I+(p) ∩ I−(q), where I±(·)
4Ua
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Ua
<latexit sha1_base64="EPoLSrxDV3cqY24RMGYTm +T6qlk=">AAAB6nicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2EW4CRxaJCYqoSGGBBVLAwFkHaSm2oHNdprTpOZDtIVdRHYGEAIUZ4 F3YWxNvgXgZo+SVLn/7/HPmcE6acKe2631ZhYXFpeaW4aq+tb2xuOds7NZVkklCfJDyRjRArypmgvmaa00YqK Y5DTuth/3KU1++pVCwRt3qQ0iDGXcEiRrA21o1/h9tOyS27Y6F58KZQOv+wz9K3L7vadj5bnYRkMRWacKxU03 NTHeRYakY4HdqtTNEUkz7u0qZBgWOqgnw86hAdGKeDokSaJzQau787chwrNYhDUxlj3VOz2cj8L2tmOjoNcib STFNBJh9FGUc6QaO9UYdJSjQfGMBEMjMrIj0sMdHmOrY5gje78jzUjsrecdm79kqVC5ioCHuwD4fgwQlU4Aqq 4AOBLjzAEzxb3Hq0XqzXSWnBmvbswh9Z7z9+bJDt</latexit>
O
<latexit sha1_base64="7Pz41T6G9J8jUvYfp163x/o CZM4=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIVdLbQRgzZ2JmAukCxhdnI2GTN7YWZWCEuewMZCEVt9GHsb8 W2cJBaa+MPAx/+fw5xz/ERwpR3ny8otLC4tr+RX7bX1jc2twvZOXcWpZFhjsYhl06cKBY+wprkW2Ewk0tAX2PAHl +O8cYdS8Ti60cMEvZD2Ih5wRrWxqtedQtEpOROReXB/oHj+bp8lb592pVP4aHdjloYYaSaoUi3XSbSXUak5Eziy2 6nChLIB7WHLYERDVF42GXREDozTJUEszYs0mbi/OzIaKjUMfVMZUt1Xs9nY/C9rpTo49TIeJanGiE0/ClJBdEzGW 5Mul8i0GBqgTHIzK2F9KinT5ja2OYI7u/I81I9K7nHJrbrF8gVMlYc92IdDcOEEynAFFagBA4R7eIQn69Z6sJ6tl 2lpzvrp2YU/sl6/AQj3kBQ=</latexit>⌃
<latexit sha1_base64="I8vzWAqQ01Y8P++zk Y4Wjy3WgkA=">AAAB7XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIVdLbQRgzaWEc0FkiXMTmaTMTOzy8ysE Ja8g42FIjYWPoq9jfg2Ti6FJv4w8PH/5zDnnDDhTBvP+3ZyC4tLyyv5VXdtfWNzq7C9U9Nxqgitkpj HqhFiTTmTtGqY4bSRKIpFyGk97F+O8vo9VZrF8tYMEhoI3JUsYgQba9VaN6wrcLtQ9EreWGge/CkUz z/cs+Tty620C5+tTkxSQaUhHGvd9L3EBBlWhhFOh24r1TTBpI+7tGlRYkF1kI2nHaID63RQFCv7pEF j93dHhoXWAxHaSoFNT89mI/O/rJma6DTImExSQyWZfBSlHJkYjVZHHaYoMXxgARPF7KyI9LDCxNgDu fYI/uzK81A7KvnHJf/aL5YvYKI87ME+HIIPJ1CGK6hAFQjcwQM8wbMTO4/Oi/M6Kc05055d+CPn/Qf MMpJE</latexit>
Sl
<latexit sha1_base64="uufosNHT4Msz274J+twoosextZM=">AAAB63icbZC7SgNBFIbPxl uMt6hgYzMYBKuwq4WWITaWCZoLJEuYncwmQ2Zml5lZISx5BRsLRWwtfQufwM7GZ3E2SaGJPwx8/P85zDkniDnTxnW/nNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6ihRhDZIxCPVDrCmnEnaMMxw2o4VxSLg tBWMrrO8dU+VZpG8M+OY+gIPJAsZwSazbnu80CuW3LI7FVoGbw6lylH9m71XP2q94me3H5FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTSaGbaBpjMsID2rEosaDaT6ezTtCpdfoojJR90qCp+7sjxULrsQhspcB mqBezzPwv6yQmvPJTJuPEUElmH4UJRyZC2eKozxQlho8tYKKYnRWRIVaYGHue7Aje4srL0Dwvexdlr+6VKlWYKQ/HcAJn4MElVOAGatAAAkN4gCd4doTz6Lw4r7PSnDPvOYQ/ct5+AEHgkWs=< /latexit>
D(⌃)
<latexit sha1_base64="YLZPTjyY0NEPmE/ctBJVGEVQ xYg=">AAAB8HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm6FFqAgl0YUug7pwWdFepAllMp20Q2eSMDMRQulT6MKFIm59HHd9G6eXh bb+MPDx/+cw55wg4Uxp2x5buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd6+4f9BQcSoJrZOYx7IVYEU5i2hdM81pK5EUi4DTZjC4nuTNJyoV i6MHnSXUF7gXsZARrI31eFPx7llP4JNOsWxX7anQMjhzKLsl7/Rl7Ga1TvHb68YkFTTShGOl2o6daH+IpWaE01HBSxV NMBngHm0bjLCgyh9OBx6hY+N0URhL8yKNpu7vjiEWSmUiMJUC675azCbmf1k71eGlP2RRkmoakdlHYcqRjtFke9Rlkh LNMwOYSGZmRaSPJSba3KhgjuAsrrwMjbOqc1517pyyewUz5eEISlABBy7AhVuoQR0ICHiGN3i3pPVqfVifs9KcNe85h D+yvn4A3YySxQ==</latexit>
D(⌃)
<latexit sha1_base64="YLZPTjyY0NEPmE/ctBJVGEVQxYg=">AAAB8HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm6FFqAgl0YU ug7pwWdFepAllMp20Q2eSMDMRQulT6MKFIm59HHd9G6eXhbb+MPDx/+cw55wg4Uxp2x5buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd6+4f9BQcSoJrZOYx7IVYEU5i2hdM81pK5EUi4DTZjC4nuTNJyoVi6MHnSXUF7gXsZARrI31eFPx7llP4JNOsWxX7anQMjhzK Lsl7/Rl7Ga1TvHb68YkFTTShGOl2o6daH+IpWaE01HBSxVNMBngHm0bjLCgyh9OBx6hY+N0URhL8yKNpu7vjiEWSmUiMJUC675azCbmf1k71eGlP2RRkmoakdlHYcqRjtFke9RlkhLNMwOYSGZmRaSPJSba3KhgjuAsrrwMjbOqc1517pyyewU z5eEISlABBy7AhVuoQR0ICHiGN3i3pPVqfVifs9KcNe85hD+yvn4A3YySxQ==</latexit>
O
<latexit sha1_base64="7Pz41T6G9J8jUvYfp163x/oCZM4=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIVdLbQRgzZ2JmAukCxhdnI2GTN7YWZWCEuewMZCEVt9GHsb8W2cJBaa+MPAx/+fw5xz/ERwpR3ny8otLC4tr+RX7bX1j c2twvZOXcWpZFhjsYhl06cKBY+wprkW2Ewk0tAX2PAHl+O8cYdS8Ti60cMEvZD2Ih5wRrWxqtedQtEpOROReXB/oHj+bp8lb592pVP4aHdjloYYaSaoUi3XSbSXUak5Eziy26nChLIB7WHLYERDVF42GXREDozTJUEszYs0mbi/OzIaKjUMfVMZUt1Xs9nY/C9rpTo49TIeJanGiE0/ClJBdEzGW5Mul8i0GBqgTHIzK2F9KinT5ja2OYI7u/I81I9K7nHJrbrF8gVMlYc92IdDcOEEynAFFagBA4R7eIQn69Z6sJ6tl2lpzvrp2YU/sl6/AQj3kBQ=</latexit>
Ua
<latexit sha1_base64="EPoLSrxDV3cqY24RMGYTm+T6qlk=">AAAB6nicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2EW4CRxaJCYqoSGGBBVLAwFkHaSm2oHNdprTpOZDtIVdRHYGEAIUZ4F3YWxNvgXgZo+SVLn/7/HPmcE6acKe2631ZhYXFpea W4aq+tb2xuOds7NZVkklCfJDyRjRArypmgvmaa00YqKY5DTuth/3KU1++pVCwRt3qQ0iDGXcEiRrA21o1/h9tOyS27Y6F58KZQOv+wz9K3L7vadj5bnYRkMRWacKxU03NTHeRYakY4HdqtTNEUkz7u0qZBgWOqgnw86hAdGKeDokSaJzQau787chwrNYhDUxlj3VOz2cj8L2tmOjoNcibSTFNBJh9FGUc6QaO9UYdJSjQfGMBEMjMrIj0sMdHmOrY5gje78jzUjsrecdm79kqVC5ioCHuwD4fgwQlU4Aqq4AOBLjzAEzxb3Hq0XqzXSWnBmvbswh9Z7z9+bJDt</ latexit>
l
<latexit sha1_base64="p88osKdjdiqXbda6wveU1Auck7w=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1 FLm8UgWIVdLbQRgzaWCZgLJEuYnZxNxszOLjOzQljyBDYWitjqw9jbiG/j5FJo4g8DH/9/DnPOCRLOlHbdbyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7dRWnkmKNxjyWzYAo5ExgTTPNsZlIJFHAsREMrsd54x6lYrG41c ME/Yj0BAsZJdpYVd4pFN2SO5GzCN4Mipcf9kXy/mVXOoXPdjemaYRCU06Uanluov2MSM0ox5HdThUmhA5ID1sGBYlQ+dlk0JFzZJyuE8bSPKGdifu7IyORUsMoMJUR0X01n43N/7JWqsNzP2MiSTUKOv0oTL mjY2e8tdNlEqnmQwOESmZmdWifSEK1uY1tjuDNr7wI9ZOSd1ryql6xfAVT5eEADuEYPDiDMtxABWpAAeEBnuDZurMerRfrdVqas2Y9+/BH1tsPNOuQMQ==</latexit>
D(⌃)
<latexit sha1_base64="YLZPTjyY0NEPmE/ctBJVGEVQxYg=">AAAB8HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm6FFqAgl0YU ug7pwWdFepAllMp20Q2eSMDMRQulT6MKFIm59HHd9G6eXhbb+MPDx/+cw55wg4Uxp2x5buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd6+4f9BQcSoJrZOYx7IVYEU5i2hdM81pK5EUi4DTZjC4nuTNJyoVi6MHnSXUF7gXsZARrI31eFPx7llP4JNOsWxX7anQMjhzK Lsl7/Rl7Ga1TvHb68YkFTTShGOl2o6daH+IpWaE01HBSxVNMBngHm0bjLCgyh9OBx6hY+N0URhL8yKNpu7vjiEWSmUiMJUC675azCbmf1k71eGlP2RRkmoakdlHYcqRjtFke9RlkhLNMwOYSGZmRaSPJSba3KhgjuAsrrwMjbOqc1517pyyewU z5eEISlABBy7AhVuoQR0ICHiGN3i3pPVqfVifs9KcNe85hD+yvn4A3YySxQ==</latexit>
⌃
<latexit sha1_base64="I8vzWAqQ01Y8P++zkY4Wjy3WgkA=">AAAB7XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1 FLm8EgWIVdLbQRgzaWEc0FkiXMTmaTMTOzy8ysEJa8g42FIjYWPoq9jfg2Ti6FJv4w8PH/5zDnnDDhTBvP+3ZyC4tLyyv5VXdtfWNzq7C9U9NxqgitkpjHqhFiTTmTtGqY4bSRKIpFyGk97F+O8vo9VZrF8t YMEhoI3JUsYgQba9VaN6wrcLtQ9EreWGge/CkUzz/cs+Tty620C5+tTkxSQaUhHGvd9L3EBBlWhhFOh24r1TTBpI+7tGlRYkF1kI2nHaID63RQFCv7pEFj93dHhoXWAxHaSoFNT89mI/O/rJma6DTImExSQy WZfBSlHJkYjVZHHaYoMXxgARPF7KyI9LDCxNgDufYI/uzK81A7KvnHJf/aL5YvYKI87ME+HIIPJ1CGK6hAFQjcwQM8wbMTO4/Oi/M6Kc05055d+CPn/QfMMpJE</latexit> Sl
<latexit sha1_base64="uufosNHT4Msz274J+twoosextZM=">AAAB63icbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwq4WWITaWCZoLJEuYncwmQ2Zml5lZISx5BRsLRWwtfQufwM7GZ3E2SaGJPwx8/P85 zDkniDnTxnW/nNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6ihRhDZIxCPVDrCmnEnaMMxw2o4VxSLgtBWMrrO8dU+VZpG8M+OY+gIPJAsZwSazbnu80CuW3LI7FVoGbw6lylH9m71XP2q94me3H5FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTSaGbaBpjMsID2rEosaDaT6ezTtCpdfoojJR90qCp+7sjxULrsQhspcBmqBezzPwv6yQmvPJTJuPEUElmH4UJRyZC2eKozxQlho8tYKKYnRWRIVaYGHue7Aje4srL0Dwvexdlr+6VKlWYKQ/H cAJn4MElVOAGatAAAkN4gCd4doTz6Lw4r7PSnDPvOYQ/ct5+AEHgkWs=</latexit>
(a) GCD
Ua
<latexit sha1_base64="EPoLSrxDV3cqY24RMGYTm+T6qlk=">AAAB6nicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2EW4CRxaJCYqoS GGBBVLAwFkHaSm2oHNdprTpOZDtIVdRHYGEAIUZ4F3YWxNvgXgZo+SVLn/7/HPmcE6acKe2631ZhYXFpeaW4aq+tb2xuOds7NZVkklCfJDyRjRArypmgvmaa00YqKY5DTuth/3KU1++pVCwRt3qQ0iDGXcEiRrA21o1/h9tOyS27Y6 F58KZQOv+wz9K3L7vadj5bnYRkMRWacKxU03NTHeRYakY4HdqtTNEUkz7u0qZBgWOqgnw86hAdGKeDokSaJzQau787chwrNYhDUxlj3VOz2cj8L2tmOjoNcibSTFNBJh9FGUc6QaO9UYdJSjQfGMBEMjMrIj0sMdHmOrY5gje78jzUj srecdm79kqVC5ioCHuwD4fgwQlU4Aqq4AOBLjzAEzxb3Hq0XqzXSWnBmvbswh9Z7z9+bJDt</latexit>
O
<latexit sha1_base64="7Pz41T6G9J8jUvYfp163x/oCZM4=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIVdLbQ RgzZ2JmAukCxhdnI2GTN7YWZWCEuewMZCEVt9GHsb8W2cJBaa+MPAx/+fw5xz/ERwpR3ny8otLC4tr+RX7bX1jc2twvZOXcWpZFhjsYhl06cKBY+wprkW2Ewk0tAX2PAHl+O8cYdS8Ti60cMEvZD2Ih5wRrWxqtedQtEpOROReXB/oHj+bp8l b592pVP4aHdjloYYaSaoUi3XSbSXUak5Eziy26nChLIB7WHLYERDVF42GXREDozTJUEszYs0mbi/OzIaKjUMfVMZUt1Xs9nY/C9rpTo49TIeJanGiE0/ClJBdEzGW5Mul8i0GBqgTHIzK2F9KinT5ja2OYI7u/I81I9K7nHJrbrF8gVMlYc92 IdDcOEEynAFFagBA4R7eIQn69Z6sJ6tl2lpzvrp2YU/sl6/AQj3kBQ=</latexit>
p
<latexit sha1_base64="5ywjdcuHYbg/qr7gf0ijLiO2d8g=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFI bPxluMt6ilIoNBsAq7WmgZtLFMwFwgWcLs5CQZMzu7zMwKYUlpZWOhiK1Pkeew8xl8CSeXQqM/DHz8/znMOSeIBdfGdT+dzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3avpKFEMqywSkWoEVKPgEquGG 4GNWCENA4H1YHA9yev3qDSP5K0ZxuiHtCd5lzNqrFWJ2/mCW3SnIn/Bm0OhdDiufD0cjcvt/EerE7EkRGmYoFo3PTc2fkqV4UzgKNdKNMaUDWgPmxYlDVH76XTQETmxTod0I2WfNGTq/ uxIaaj1MAxsZUhNXy9mE/O/rJmY7qWfchknBiWbfdRNBDERmWxNOlwhM2JogTLF7ayE9amizNjb5OwRvMWV/0LtrOidF72KVyhdwUxZOIBjOAUPLqAEN1CGKjBAeIRneHHunCfn1Xmb lWacec8+/JLz/g3IZJCf</latexit>
q
<latexit sha1_base64="4Gn105ODZZNtGW0pZqBAOe7lz/Y=">AAAB 6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIoNBsAq7WmgZtLFMwFwgWcLs5GwyZvbizKwQlpRWNhaK2PoUeQ47n8GXcHIpNPGHgY//P4c553ix4Erb9peVWVpe WV3Lruc2Nre2d/K7ezUVJZJhlUUikg2PKhQ8xKrmWmAjlkgDT2Dd61+P8/oDSsWj8FYPYnQD2g25zxnVxqrct/MFu2hPRBbBmUGhdDiqfD8ejcr t/GerE7EkwFAzQZVqOnas3ZRKzZnAYa6VKIwp69MuNg2GNEDlppNBh+TEOB3iR9K8UJOJ+7sjpYFSg8AzlQHVPTWfjc3/smai/Us35WGcaAzZ9CM /EURHZLw16XCJTIuBAcokN7MS1qOSMm1ukzNHcOZXXoTaWdE5LzoVp1C6gqmycADHcAoOXEAJbqAMVWCA8AQv8GrdWc/Wm/U+Lc1Ys559+CPr4w fJ6JCg</latexit>
`b
<latexit sha1_base64="1lj5YjzPPHkKlJCSoPmDstQ9Aj0=">AAAB7nicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y2ut6ilzWAQrMKuFtqIQRvLCOYCyRpmJ2eTIbOzw8ysEJY8hI2FIhY2vom9jfg2ziYWmvjDwMf/n8Occ0LJmTae9+ UUFhaXlleKq+7a+sbmVml7p6GTVFGo04QnqhUSDZwJqBtmOLSkAhKHHJrh8DLPm3egNEvEjRlJCGLSFyxilBhrNTvA+W3odktlr+JNhOfB/4Hy+bt7Jl8/3Vq39NHpJTSNQRjKidZt35MmyIgyjHIYu51UgyR0SPrQtihIDDrIJuOO8YF1ejhKlH3C4In7uyMjsdajOLSVMTEDPZvl5n9ZOzXRaZAxIVMDgk4/ilKOTYLz3XGPKaCGjywQqpidFdMBUYQae6H8CP7syvPQOKr4xxX/2i9XL9BURbSH9tEh8tEJqqIrVEN1RNEQ3aNH9ORI58 F5dl6mpQXnp2cX/ZHz9g0VLJJk</latexit>
Sl
<latexit sha1_base64="uufosNHT4Msz274J+twoosextZM=">AAAB63icbZC7SgNBFIbPxluM t6hgYzMYBKuwq4WWITaWCZoLJEuYncwmQ2Zml5lZISx5BRsLRWwtfQufwM7GZ3E2SaGJPwx8/P85zDkniDnTxnW/nNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6ihRhDZIxCPVDrCmnEnaMMxw2o4VxSLgtBWMrr O8dU+VZpG8M+OY+gIPJAsZwSazbnu80CuW3LI7FVoGbw6lylH9m71XP2q94me3H5FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTSaGbaBpjMsID2rEosaDaT6ezTtCpdfoojJR90qCp+7sjxULrsQhspcBmqBezzPwv6 yQmvPJTJuPEUElmH4UJRyZC2eKozxQlho8tYKKYnRWRIVaYGHue7Aje4srL0Dwvexdlr+6VKlWYKQ/HcAJn4MElVOAGatAAAkN4gCd4doTz6Lw4r7PSnDPvOYQ/ct5+AEHgkWs=</latexit>
⌃
<latexit sha1_base64="I8vzWAqQ01Y8P++zkY4Wjy3WgkA=">AAAB7XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm 8EgWIVdLbQRgzaWEc0FkiXMTmaTMTOzy8ysEJa8g42FIjYWPoq9jfg2Ti6FJv4w8PH/5zDnnDDhTBvP+3ZyC4tLyyv5VXdtfWNzq7C9U9NxqgitkpjHqhFiTTmTtGqY4bSRKIpFyGk97F+O8vo9VZrF8tYMEhoI3 JUsYgQba9VaN6wrcLtQ9EreWGge/CkUzz/cs+Tty620C5+tTkxSQaUhHGvd9L3EBBlWhhFOh24r1TTBpI+7tGlRYkF1kI2nHaID63RQFCv7pEFj93dHhoXWAxHaSoFNT89mI/O/rJma6DTImExSQyWZfBSlHJkYj VZHHaYoMXxgARPF7KyI9LDCxNgDufYI/uzK81A7KvnHJf/aL5YvYKI87ME+HIIPJ1CGK6hAFQjcwQM8wbMTO4/Oi/M6Kc05055d+CPn/QfMMpJE</latexit>
l
<latexit sha1_base64="p88osKdjdiqXbda6wveU1Auck7w=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm 8UgWIVdLbQRgzaWCZgLJEuYnZxNxszOLjOzQljyBDYWitjqw9jbiG/j5FJo4g8DH/9/DnPOCRLOlHbdbyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7dRWnkmKNxjyWzYAo5ExgTTPNsZlIJFHAsREMrsd54x6lYrG41cME/Yj0B AsZJdpYVd4pFN2SO5GzCN4Mipcf9kXy/mVXOoXPdjemaYRCU06Uanluov2MSM0ox5HdThUmhA5ID1sGBYlQ+dlk0JFzZJyuE8bSPKGdifu7IyORUsMoMJUR0X01n43N/7JWqsNzP2MiSTUKOv0oTLmjY2e8tdNlE qnmQwOESmZmdWifSEK1uY1tjuDNr7wI9ZOSd1ryql6xfAVT5eEADuEYPDiDMtxABWpAAeEBnuDZurMerRfrdVqas2Y9+/BH1tsPNOuQMQ==</latexit>
l
<latexit sha1_base64="p88osKdjdiqXbda6wveU1Auck7w=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm 8UgWIVdLbQRgzaWCZgLJEuYnZxNxszOLjOzQljyBDYWitjqw9jbiG/j5FJo4g8DH/9/DnPOCRLOlHbdbyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7dRWnkmKNxjyWzYAo5ExgTTPNsZlIJFHAsREMrsd54x6lYrG41cME/Yj0B AsZJdpYVd4pFN2SO5GzCN4Mipcf9kXy/mVXOoXPdjemaYRCU06Uanluov2MSM0ox5HdThUmhA5ID1sGBYlQ+dlk0JFzZJyuE8bSPKGdifu7IyORUsMoMJUR0X01n43N/7JWqsNzP2MiSTUKOv0oTLmjY2e8tdNlE qnmQwOESmZmdWifSEK1uY1tjuDNr7wI9ZOSd1ryql6xfAVT5eEADuEYPDiDMtxABWpAAeEBnuDZurMerRfrdVqas2Y9+/BH1tsPNOuQMQ==</latexit>
l
<latexit sha1_base64="p88osKdjdiqXbda6wve U1Auck7w=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIVdLbQRgzaWCZgLJEuYnZxNxszOLjOzQljyB DYWitjqw9jbiG/j5FJo4g8DH/9/DnPOCRLOlHbdbyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7dRWnkmKNxjyWzYAo5 ExgTTPNsZlIJFHAsREMrsd54x6lYrG41cME/Yj0BAsZJdpYVd4pFN2SO5GzCN4Mipcf9kXy/mVXOoXPd jemaYRCU06Uanluov2MSM0ox5HdThUmhA5ID1sGBYlQ+dlk0JFzZJyuE8bSPKGdifu7IyORUsMoMJUR0 X01n43N/7JWqsNzP2MiSTUKOv0oTLmjY2e8tdNlEqnmQwOESmZmdWifSEK1uY1tjuDNr7wI9ZOSd1ryq l6xfAVT5eEADuEYPDiDMtxABWpAAeEBnuDZurMerRfrdVqas2Y9+/BH1tsPNOuQMQ==</latexit>
Ua
<latexit sha1_base64="EPoLSrxDV3cqY24RMGYTm+ T6qlk=">AAAB6nicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2EW4CRxaJCYqoSGGBBVLAwFkHaSm2oHNdprTpOZDtIVdRHYGEAIUZ4F3Y WxNvgXgZo+SVLn/7/HPmcE6acKe2631ZhYXFpeaW4aq+tb2xuOds7NZVkklCfJDyRjRArypmgvmaa00YqKY5DTut h/3KU1++pVCwRt3qQ0iDGXcEiRrA21o1/h9tOyS27Y6F58KZQOv+wz9K3L7vadj5bnYRkMRWacKxU03NTHeRYak Y4HdqtTNEUkz7u0qZBgWOqgnw86hAdGKeDokSaJzQau787chwrNYhDUxlj3VOz2cj8L2tmOjoNcibSTFNBJh9FG Uc6QaO9UYdJSjQfGMBEMjMrIj0sMdHmOrY5gje78jzUjsrecdm79kqVC5ioCHuwD4fgwQlU4Aqq4AOBLjzAEzxb 3Hq0XqzXSWnBmvbswh9Z7z9+bJDt</latexit>
<latexit sha1_base64="7Pz41T6G9J8jUvYfp163x/oC ZM4=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIVdLbQRgzZ2JmAukCxhdnI2GTN7YWZWCEuewMZCEVt9GHsb8W2c JBaa+MPAx/+fw5xz/ERwpR3ny8otLC4tr+RX7bX1jc2twvZOXcWpZFhjsYhl06cKBY+wprkW2Ewk0tAX2PAHl+O8cYd S8Ti60cMEvZD2Ih5wRrWxqtedQtEpOROReXB/oHj+bp8lb592pVP4aHdjloYYaSaoUi3XSbSXUak5Eziy26nChLIB7 WHLYERDVF42GXREDozTJUEszYs0mbi/OzIaKjUMfVMZUt1Xs9nY/C9rpTo49TIeJanGiE0/ClJBdEzGW5Mul8i0GBqg THIzK2F9KinT5ja2OYI7u/I81I9K7nHJrbrF8gVMlYc92IdDcOEEynAFFagBA4R7eIQn69Z6sJ6tl2lpzvrp2YU/sl6 /AQj3kBQ=</latexit>⌃
<latexit sha1_base64="I8vzWAqQ01Y8P++zkY4 Wjy3WgkA=">AAAB7XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIVdLbQRgzaWEc0FkiXMTmaTMTOzy8ysEJa8g 42FIjYWPoq9jfg2Ti6FJv4w8PH/5zDnnDDhTBvP+3ZyC4tLyyv5VXdtfWNzq7C9U9NxqgitkpjHqhFiT TmTtGqY4bSRKIpFyGk97F+O8vo9VZrF8tYMEhoI3JUsYgQba9VaN6wrcLtQ9EreWGge/CkUzz/cs+Tty 620C5+tTkxSQaUhHGvd9L3EBBlWhhFOh24r1TTBpI+7tGlRYkF1kI2nHaID63RQFCv7pEFj93dHhoXWA xHaSoFNT89mI/O/rJma6DTImExSQyWZfBSlHJkYjVZHHaYoMXxgARPF7KyI9LDCxNgDufYI/uzK81A7K vnHJf/aL5YvYKI87ME+HIIPJ1CGK6hAFQjcwQM8wbMTO4/Oi/M6Kc05055d+CPn/QfMMpJE</latexit >
l
<latexit sha1_base64="uufosNHT4Msz274J+twoosextZM=">AAAB63icbZC7SgNBFIbPxluM t6hgYzMYBKuwq4WWITaWCZoLJEuYncwmQ2Zml5lZISx5BRsLRWwtfQufwM7GZ3E2SaGJPwx8/P85zDkniDnTxnW/nNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6ihRhDZIxCPVDrCmnEnaMMxw2o4VxSLgtBWMrr O8dU+VZpG8M+OY+gIPJAsZwSazbnu80CuW3LI7FVoGbw6lylH9m71XP2q94me3H5FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTSaGbaBpjMsID2rEosaDaT6ezTtCpdfoojJR90qCp+7sjxULrsQhspcBmqBezzPwv6 yQmvPJTJuPEUElmH4UJRyZC2eKozxQlho8tYKKYnRWRIVaYGHue7Aje4srL0Dwvexdlr+6VKlWYKQ/HcAJn4MElVOAGatAAAkN4gCd4doTz6Lw4r7PSnDPvOYQ/ct5+AEHgkWs=</latexit>
( )
<latexit sha1_base64="YLZPTjyY0NEPmE/ctBJVGEVQx Yg=">AAAB8HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm6FFqAgl0YUug7pwWdFepAllMp20Q2eSMDMRQulT6MKFIm59HHd9G6eXhbb+M PDx/+cw55wg4Uxp2x5buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd6+4f9BQcSoJrZOYx7IVYEU5i2hdM81pK5EUi4DTZjC4nuTNJyoVi6MHnS XUF7gXsZARrI31eFPx7llP4JNOsWxX7anQMjhzKLsl7/Rl7Ga1TvHb68YkFTTShGOl2o6daH+IpWaE01HBSxVNMBngHm0b jLCgyh9OBx6hY+N0URhL8yKNpu7vjiEWSmUiMJUC675azCbmf1k71eGlP2RRkmoakdlHYcqRjtFke9RlkhLNMwOYSGZmR aSPJSba3KhgjuAsrrwMjbOqc1517pyyewUz5eEISlABBy7AhVuoQR0ICHiGN3i3pPVqfVifs9KcNe85hD+yvn4A3YySxQ ==</latexit>
D(⌃)
<latexit sha1_base64="YLZPTjyY0NEPmE/ctBJVGEVQxYg=">AAAB8HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm6FFqAgl0YUug7 pwWdFepAllMp20Q2eSMDMRQulT6MKFIm59HHd9G6eXhbb+MPDx/+cw55wg4Uxp2x5buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd6+4f9BQcSoJrZOYx7IVYEU5i2hdM81pK5EUi4DTZjC4nuTNJyoVi6MHnSXUF7gXsZARrI31eFPx7llP4JNOsWxX7anQMjhzKLsl7/Rl7 Ga1TvHb68YkFTTShGOl2o6daH+IpWaE01HBSxVNMBngHm0bjLCgyh9OBx6hY+N0URhL8yKNpu7vjiEWSmUiMJUC675azCbmf1k71eGlP2RRkmoakdlHYcqRjtFke9RlkhLNMwOYSGZmRaSPJSba3KhgjuAsrrwMjbOqc1517pyyewUz5eEISlABBy7A hVuoQR0ICHiGN3i3pPVqfVifs9KcNe85hD+yvn4A3YySxQ==</latexit>
O
<latexit sha1_base64="7Pz41T6G9J8jUvYfp163x/oCZM4=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIVdLbQ RgzZ2JmAukCxhdnI2GTN7YWZWCEuewMZCEVt9GHsb8W2cJBaa+MPAx/+fw5xz/ERwpR3ny8otLC4tr+RX7bX1jc2twvZOXcWpZFhjsYhl06cKBY+wprkW2Ewk0tAX2PAHl+O8cYdS8Ti60cMEvZD2Ih5wRrWxqtedQtEpOROReXB/oHj+bp8l b592pVP4aHdjloYYaSaoUi3XSbSXUak5Eziy26nChLIB7WHLYERDVF42GXREDozTJUEszYs0mbi/OzIaKjUMfVMZUt1Xs9nY/C9rpTo49TIeJanGiE0/ClJBdEzGW5Mul8i0GBqgTHIzK2F9KinT5ja2OYI7u/I81I9K7nHJrbrF8gVMlYc92 IdDcOEEynAFFagBA4R7eIQn69Z6sJ6tl2lpzvrp2YU/sl6/AQj3kBQ=</latexit>
Ua
<latexit sha1_base64="EPoLSrxDV3cqY24RMGYTm+T6qlk=">AAAB6nicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2EW4CRxaJCYqoS GGBBVLAwFkHaSm2oHNdprTpOZDtIVdRHYGEAIUZ4F3YWxNvgXgZo+SVLn/7/HPmcE6acKe2631ZhYXFpeaW4aq+tb2xuOds7NZVkklCfJDyRjRArypmgvmaa00YqKY5DTuth/3KU1++pVCwRt3qQ0iDGXcEiRrA21o1/h9tOyS27Y6 F58KZQOv+wz9K3L7vadj5bnYRkMRWacKxU03NTHeRYakY4HdqtTNEUkz7u0qZBgWOqgnw86hAdGKeDokSaJzQau787chwrNYhDUxlj3VOz2cj8L2tmOjoNcibSTFNBJh9FGUc6QaO9UYdJSjQfGMBEMjMrIj0sMdHmOrY5gje78jzUj srecdm79kqVC5ioCHuwD4fgwQlU4Aqq4AOBLjzAEzxb3Hq0XqzXSWnBmvbswh9Z7z9+bJDt</latexit>
l
<latexit sha1_base64="p88osKdjdiqXbda6wveU1Auck7w=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm 8UgWIVdLbQRgzaWCZgLJEuYnZxNxszOLjOzQljyBDYWitjqw9jbiG/j5FJo4g8DH/9/DnPOCRLOlHbdbyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7dRWnkmKNxjyWzYAo5ExgTTPNsZlIJFHAsREMrsd54x6lYrG41cME/Yj0B AsZJdpYVd4pFN2SO5GzCN4Mipcf9kXy/mVXOoXPdjemaYRCU06Uanluov2MSM0ox5HdThUmhA5ID1sGBYlQ+dlk0JFzZJyuE8bSPKGdifu7IyORUsMoMJUR0X01n43N/7JWqsNzP2MiSTUKOv0oTLmjY2e8tdNlE qnmQwOESmZmdWifSEK1uY1tjuDNr7wI9ZOSd1ryql6xfAVT5eEADuEYPDiDMtxABWpAAeEBnuDZurMerRfrdVqas2Y9+/BH1tsPNOuQMQ==</latexit>
D(⌃)
<latexit sha1_base64="YLZPTjyY0NEPmE/ctBJVGEVQxYg=">AAAB8HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm6FFqAgl0YUug7 pwWdFepAllMp20Q2eSMDMRQulT6MKFIm59HHd9G6eXhbb+MPDx/+cw55wg4Uxp2x5buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd6+4f9BQcSoJrZOYx7IVYEU5i2hdM81pK5EUi4DTZjC4nuTNJyoVi6MHnSXUF7gXsZARrI31eFPx7llP4JNOsWxX7anQMjhzKLsl7/Rl7 Ga1TvHb68YkFTTShGOl2o6daH+IpWaE01HBSxVNMBngHm0bjLCgyh9OBx6hY+N0URhL8yKNpu7vjiEWSmUiMJUC675azCbmf1k71eGlP2RRkmoakdlHYcqRjtFke9RlkhLNMwOYSGZmRaSPJSba3KhgjuAsrrwMjbOqc1517pyyewUz5eEISlABBy7A hVuoQR0ICHiGN3i3pPVqfVifs9KcNe85hD+yvn4A3YySxQ==</latexit>
⌃
<latexit sha1_base64="I8vzWAqQ01Y8P++zkY4Wjy3WgkA=">AAAB7XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm 8EgWIVdLbQRgzaWEc0FkiXMTmaTMTOzy8ysEJa8g42FIjYWPoq9jfg2Ti6FJv4w8PH/5zDnnDDhTBvP+3ZyC4tLyyv5VXdtfWNzq7C9U9NxqgitkpjHqhFiTTmTtGqY4bSRKIpFyGk97F+O8vo9VZrF8tYMEhoI3 JUsYgQba9VaN6wrcLtQ9EreWGge/CkUzz/cs+Tty620C5+tTkxSQaUhHGvd9L3EBBlWhhFOh24r1TTBpI+7tGlRYkF1kI2nHaID63RQFCv7pEFj93dHhoXWAxHaSoFNT89mI/O/rJma6DTImExSQyWZfBSlHJkYj VZHHaYoMXxgARPF7KyI9LDCxNgDufYI/uzK81A7KvnHJf/aL5YvYKI87ME+HIIPJ1CGK6hAFQjcwQM8wbMTO4/Oi/M6Kc05055d+CPn/QfMMpJE</latexit> Sl
<latexit sha1_base64="uufosNHT4Msz274J+twoosextZM=">AAAB63icbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwq4WWITaWCZoLJEuYncwmQ2Zml5lZISx5BRsLRWwtfQufwM7GZ3E2SaGJPwx8/P85zDkni DnTxnW/nNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6ihRhDZIxCPVDrCmnEnaMMxw2o4VxSLgtBWMrrO8dU+VZpG8M+OY+gIPJAsZwSazbnu80CuW3LI7FVoGbw6lylH9m71XP2q94me3H5FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTSaGbaBpjMsID2rEosaDaT6ezTtCpdfoojJR90qCp+7sjxULrsQhspcBmqBezzPwv6yQmvPJTJuPEUElmH4UJRyZC2eKozxQlho8tYKKYnRWRIVaYGHue7Aje4srL0Dwvexdlr+6VKlWYKQ/HcAJn4MElVOAGa tAAAkN4gCd4doTz6Lw4r7PSnDPvOYQ/ct5+AEHgkWs=</latexit>
(b) ACD
Ua
<latexit sha1_base64="EPoLSrxDV3cqY24RMGYTm+T6qlk=">AAAB6nicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2EW4CRxaJC YqoSGGBBVLAwFkHaSm2oHNdprTpOZDtIVdRHYGEAIUZ4F3YWxNvgXgZo+SVLn/7/HPmcE6acKe2631ZhYXFpeaW4aq+tb2xuOds7NZVkklCfJDyRjRArypmgvmaa00YqKY5DTuth/3KU1++pVCwRt3qQ0iDGXcEiRrA21o 1/h9tOyS27Y6F58KZQOv+wz9K3L7vadj5bnYRkMRWacKxU03NTHeRYakY4HdqtTNEUkz7u0qZBgWOqgnw86hAdGKeDokSaJzQau787chwrNYhDUxlj3VOz2cj8L2tmOjoNcibSTFNBJh9FGUc6QaO9UYdJSjQfGMBEMjMr Ij0sMdHmOrY5gje78jzUjsrecdm79kqVC5ioCHuwD4fgwQlU4Aqq4AOBLjzAEzxb3Hq0XqzXSWnBmvbswh9Z7z9+bJDt</latexit>
O
<latexit sha1_base64="7Pz41T6G9J8jUvYfp163x/oCZM4=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIV dLbQRgzZ2JmAukCxhdnI2GTN7YWZWCEuewMZCEVt9GHsb8W2cJBaa+MPAx/+fw5xz/ERwpR3ny8otLC4tr+RX7bX1jc2twvZOXcWpZFhjsYhl06cKBY+wprkW2Ewk0tAX2PAHl+O8cYdS8Ti60cMEvZD2Ih5wRrWxqtedQtEpORO ReXB/oHj+bp8lb592pVP4aHdjloYYaSaoUi3XSbSXUak5Eziy26nChLIB7WHLYERDVF42GXREDozTJUEszYs0mbi/OzIaKjUMfVMZUt1Xs9nY/C9rpTo49TIeJanGiE0/ClJBdEzGW5Mul8i0GBqgTHIzK2F9KinT5ja2OYI7u/I8 1I9K7nHJrbrF8gVMlYc92IdDcOEEynAFFagBA4R7eIQn69Z6sJ6tl2lpzvrp2YU/sl6/AQj3kBQ=</latexit>
p
<latexit sha1_base64="5ywjdcuHYbg/qr7gf0ijLiO2d8g=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgN BFIbPxluMt6ilIoNBsAq7WmgZtLFMwFwgWcLs5CQZMzu7zMwKYUlpZWOhiK1Pkeew8xl8CSeXQqM/DHz8/znMOSeIBdfGdT+dzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3avpKFEMqywSkWoE VKPgEquGG4GNWCENA4H1YHA9yev3qDSP5K0ZxuiHtCd5lzNqrFWJ2/mCW3SnIn/Bm0OhdDiufD0cjcvt/EerE7EkRGmYoFo3PTc2fkqV4UzgKNdKNMaUDWgPmxYlDVH76XTQ ETmxTod0I2WfNGTq/uxIaaj1MAxsZUhNXy9mE/O/rJmY7qWfchknBiWbfdRNBDERmWxNOlwhM2JogTLF7ayE9amizNjb5OwRvMWV/0LtrOidF72KVyhdwUxZOIBjOAUPLqAEN 1CGKjBAeIRneHHunCfn1XmblWacec8+/JLz/g3IZJCf</latexit>
q
<latexit sha1_base64="4Gn105ODZZNtGW0pZqBAOe7lz/Y=">AA AB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIoNBsAq7WmgZtLFMwFwgWcLs5GwyZvbizKwQlpRWNhaK2PoUeQ47n8GXcHIpNPGHgY//P4c553ix4Erb 9peVWVpeWV3Lruc2Nre2d/K7ezUVJZJhlUUikg2PKhQ8xKrmWmAjlkgDT2Dd61+P8/oDSsWj8FYPYnQD2g25zxnVxqrct/MFu2hPRBbBmU GhdDiqfD8ejcrt/GerE7EkwFAzQZVqOnas3ZRKzZnAYa6VKIwp69MuNg2GNEDlppNBh+TEOB3iR9K8UJOJ+7sjpYFSg8AzlQHVPTWfjc3/ smai/Us35WGcaAzZ9CM/EURHZLw16XCJTIuBAcokN7MS1qOSMm1ukzNHcOZXXoTaWdE5LzoVp1C6gqmycADHcAoOXEAJbqAMVWCA8AQv8Gr dWc/Wm/U+Lc1Ys559+CPr4wfJ6JCg</latexit>
`b
<latexit sha1_base64="1lj5YjzPPHkKlJCSoPmDstQ9Aj0=">AAAB7nicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y2ut6ilzWAQrMKuFtqIQRvLCOYCyRpmJ2eTIbOzw8ysEJY8hI2FIhY2vom9jfg2ziYWmvjDwMf/n8Occ0L JmTae9+UUFhaXlleKq+7a+sbmVml7p6GTVFGo04QnqhUSDZwJqBtmOLSkAhKHHJrh8DLPm3egNEvEjRlJCGLSFyxilBhrNTvA+W3odktlr+JNhOfB/4Hy+bt7Jl8/3Vq39NHpJTSNQRjKidZt35MmyIgyjHIYu51UgyR0SPrQtihIDDrIJuOO8YF1ejhKlH3C4In7uyMjsdajOLSVMTEDPZvl5n9ZOzXRaZAxIVMDgk4/ilKOTYLz3XGPKaCGjywQqpidFdMBUYQae6H8CP7syvPQOKr4xxX/2i9XL9BURbSH9tEh8tE JqqIrVEN1RNEQ3aNH9ORI58F5dl6mpQXnp2cX/ZHz9g0VLJJk</latexit>
Sl
<latexit sha1_base64="uufosNHT4Msz274J+twoosextZM=">AAAB63icbZC7SgNBFIbP xluMt6hgYzMYBKuwq4WWITaWCZoLJEuYncwmQ2Zml5lZISx5BRsLRWwtfQufwM7GZ3E2SaGJPwx8/P85zDkniDnTxnW/nNzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9s7tX3D9o6ihRhDZIxCPVDrCmnEnaMMxw2o4V xSLgtBWMrrO8dU+VZpG8M+OY+gIPJAsZwSazbnu80CuW3LI7FVoGbw6lylH9m71XP2q94me3H5FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTSaGbaBpjMsID2rEosaDaT6ezTtCpdfoojJR90qCp+7sjxUL rsQhspcBmqBezzPwv6yQmvPJTJuPEUElmH4UJRyZC2eKozxQlho8tYKKYnRWRIVaYGHue7Aje4srL0Dwvexdlr+6VKlWYKQ/HcAJn4MElVOAGatAAAkN4gCd4doTz6Lw4r7PSnDPvOYQ/ct 5+AEHgkWs=</latexit>
⌃
<latexit sha1_base64="I8vzWAqQ01Y8P++zkY4Wjy3WgkA=">AAAB7XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb 1FLm8EgWIVdLbQRgzaWEc0FkiXMTmaTMTOzy8ysEJa8g42FIjYWPoq9jfg2Ti6FJv4w8PH/5zDnnDDhTBvP+3ZyC4tLyyv5VXdtfWNzq7C9U9NxqgitkpjHqhFiTTmTtGqY4bSRKIpFyGk97F+O8vo9VZ rF8tYMEhoI3JUsYgQba9VaN6wrcLtQ9EreWGge/CkUzz/cs+Tty620C5+tTkxSQaUhHGvd9L3EBBlWhhFOh24r1TTBpI+7tGlRYkF1kI2nHaID63RQFCv7pEFj93dHhoXWAxHaSoFNT89mI/O/rJma6D TImExSQyWZfBSlHJkYjVZHHaYoMXxgARPF7KyI9LDCxNgDufYI/uzK81A7KvnHJf/aL5YvYKI87ME+HIIPJ1CGK6hAFQjcwQM8wbMTO4/Oi/M6Kc05055d+CPn/QfMMpJE</latexit>
l
<latexit sha1_base64="p88osKdjdiqXbda6wveU1Auck7w=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb 1FLm8UgWIVdLbQRgzaWCZgLJEuYnZxNxszOLjOzQljyBDYWitjqw9jbiG/j5FJo4g8DH/9/DnPOCRLOlHbdbyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7dRWnkmKNxjyWzYAo5ExgTTPNsZlIJFHAsREMrsd54x6lYr G41cME/Yj0BAsZJdpYVd4pFN2SO5GzCN4Mipcf9kXy/mVXOoXPdjemaYRCU06Uanluov2MSM0ox5HdThUmhA5ID1sGBYlQ+dlk0JFzZJyuE8bSPKGdifu7IyORUsMoMJUR0X01n43N/7JWqsNzP2MiST UKOv0oTLmjY2e8tdNlEqnmQwOESmZmdWifSEK1uY1tjuDNr7wI9ZOSd1ryql6xfAVT5eEADuEYPDiDMtxABWpAAeEBnuDZurMerRfrdVqas2Y9+/BH1tsPNOuQMQ==</latexit>
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(c) LCD
FIG. 1: Three causal diamond constructions are
illustrated here. The size parameter l (green),
orientation Ua (yellow), diamond edge Sl (blue) and
diamond origin O are indicated for each causal
diamond. Σ specifies the spacelike hypersurface with
maximal volume and its domain of dependence D(Σ)
defines the causal diamond DSl .
denotes the chronological future/past of a point and I˙±(·)
denotes its boundary.
LCD: Lastly, the edge in LCD is defined as the light-
cone cut. More precisely, given O and Ua, the future-
directed null vector `a is normalised as Ua`
a = −1 and
the level set of parameter distance l along the null rays
defines a lightcone cut Sl and it serves as the edge of
LCD.
Note that apart from the origin O and the orientation
Ua, each diamond has a size parameter l, which refers to
distinct quantities in the three constructions. Neverthe-
less, we denote the edge as Sl in all three constructions
to keep the notation consistent. Also note that all three
constructions are identical in Minkowski spacetime, and
we obtain the same causal diamond if the size parame-
ters l’s are set equal [29]. Therefore, the way we defined
the size parameter for each construction is indeed con-
sistent. One can think of l being small and the order
counting in perturbative expressions throughout is based
on the power of l. Also, we will only study small causal
diamonds, where the size l is much smaller than the cur-
vature scale, such that we can do calculations using the
RNC expansions and we do not need to worry about caus-
tics or conjugate points.
The above causal diamonds are used by people in dif-
ferent contexts. The GCD is the one used by Feynman to
interpret Einstein equation and recently used by Jacob-
son to derive Einstein equation from entanglement equi-
librium [2, 7]. The ACD is perhaps the most standard
causal diamond and it is a natural object to consider in
causal set theory [3–5, 9–11]. Its geometric properties are
investigated in different contexts by Gibbons and Solo-
dukhin [1, 30, 31]. LCD or more precisely the lightcone
cut itself [32] is the standard construction of the small
sphere in various quasilocal mass proposals [17–22], and
its qualitative features are studied in terms of the light-
cone comparison theorem by Choquet-Bruhat et al [33].
We’ll be mainly interested in the geometry related to
the diamond edge, namely, the (d−2)-volume of the edge
that we henceforth refer as area A, the maximal hyper-
surface volume V bounded by the edge and the isoperi-
metric ratio I between them. We will calculate their
variations with respect to the causal diamond of the same
size in Minkowski spacetime. We use the notation
V [ =
Ωd−2ld−1
d− 1 , A
[ = Ωd−2ld−2 (12)
to denote the maximal hypersurface volume and edge
area in Minkowski spacetime. One probably wonder
whether the different recipes for causal diamonds actually
differ in the perturbative order that we are interested in.
The answer is definitive and the distinction is more man-
ifested at leading order in vacuum. Nevertheless, one can
already partially distinguish them in presence of matter
as we shall now discuss.
IV. THE NON-VACUUM CASE
In presence of matter, the earlier studies investigated
area/volume deficits of causal diamonds, in particular
GCD and ACD. The relevant quantities that govern the
geometry of small diamonds are Ricci related quantities
defined at the diamond origin O, where the 0-component
refers to the basis aligning with the orientation Ua of
the diamond. Here we review some known results and
add some new results concerning LCD. We shall con-
sider causal diamonds of some varied size l + Xm where
Xm is the size ambiguity with respect to the size l in
Minkowski spacetime. More explanation and elaboration
will be provided later in context. We assume the Einstein
field equation Gab = 8piGTab throughout this section.
A. Geodesic ball Causal Diamond
Jacobson showed [7] that for a small GCD with radius
l and orientation Ua, the volume and area deficits are
δV = − Ωd−2l
d+1G00
3(d− 1)(d+ 1) = −
8piGΩd−2ld+1
3(d− 1)(d+ 1)T00, (13)
δA = −Ωd−2l
dG00
3(d− 1) = −
8piGΩd−2ld
3(d− 1) T00, (14)
where G00 is the component of the stress energy ten-
sor along the orientation of the diamond GabU
aU b, and
similarly for other such quantities throughout the paper.
Therefore, the Einstein equation can be viewed as an
equation relating the area/volume deficit of GCD edge
with the stress energy density. This is how Feynman
interpreted the Einstein equation in section 11.2 of [6]
[34], and is also part of Jacobson’s argument in deriving
Einstein equation from the condition of maximal entan-
glement entropy associated with GCD.
5We can compute the isoperimetric ratio between the
area and volume given by the following formula
I :=
V/V [
(A/A[)
d−1
d−2
= 1 +
G00l
2
(d− 2)(d+ 1) +O(l
3). (15)
The isoperimetric ratio is defined such that I = 1 in flat
spacetime, and we see that its variation is also propor-
tional to G00.
B. Alexandrov Interval Causal Diamond
ACD is the most commonly used causal diamond. It
serves as a very useful and natural setup in causal set
theory. The geometry of small ACD has been studied
by Gibbons and Solodukhin [1]. For an Alexandrov in-
terval of length 2l, we have the variations of maximal
hypersurface volume and edge area at leading order:
δV = −Ωd−2l
d+1(R− (d− 1)R00)
6(d2 − 1) +O(l
d+2), (16)
δA = −Ωd−2l
d(R− (d− 4)R00)
6(d− 1) +O(l
d+1). (17)
How is ACD different with GCD at this order? In fact,
one can relax the GCD radius from being fixed and con-
sider deformations of the geodesic ball in GCD and make
it ACD. Take the radius in GCD to be r = l + R006(d−1) l
3,
and one will find that they match exactly with δV, δA
above (16,17). Therefore, one can think the ACD as the
scaled GCD. This match is only possible at this order, i.e.
the leading order in non-vacuum, and we shall see later
that at higher order, the edge in ACD also deviates along
the Ua direction away from the geodesic ball orthogonal
to Ua, making the two causal diamonds incomparable.
Motivated by the above considerations, one can in gen-
eral relax fixing the size parameter l with respect to the
Minkowski diamond, but rather introduce a size ambigu-
ity as l +Xm, where the subscript m stands for matter.
This is also done in [2] when considering more general
variations of GCD. We can set Xm ∼ O(l3) such that
the dimensionless variations due to the size ambiguity
Xm/l ∼ O(l2) is of the same order as the variations due
to curvature R00l
2, Rl2, G00l
2. Here, we take the sim-
plification that Xm does not have angular dependence.
Since Xm/l is chosen at the same order as the leading
order of our interest, there is actually no loss of gen-
erality by assuming Xm to be spherically symmetric, as
the angular dependence will average out after integration
eventually. Accommodating Xm gives us the flexibility
to fix any other geometric quantities, like area, volume
or more sophisticated ones. We can thus extend all the
results by appending an ambiguity variation term Xm to
the curvature variations, and we will see the usefulness of
explicitly stating the ambiguity in some examples later.
Nevertheless, if one is only interested in variations when
the size parameter is fixed, the size ambiguity Xm can be
set as zero. Later in discussions of vacuum case, a similar
ambiguity at higher order Xv is introduced as well.
Let us take the example of ACD just mentioned, Xm is
an ambiguity on the proper length between two vertices
of the diamond. The variations δV ′, δA′ due to Xm can
be readily computed from the flat space values
δV ′ = V [(l +Xm)− V [(l) = Ωd−2ld−2Xm, (18)
δA′ = A[(l +Xm)−A[(l) = Ωd−2ld−3(d− 2)Xm. (19)
Appending these to (16,17):
δV = −Ωd−2l
d+1(R− (d− 1)R00)
6(d2 − 1) + Ωd−2l
d−2Xm,
(20)
δA = −Ωd−2l
d(R− (d− 4)R00)
6(d− 1) + Ωd−2l
d−3(d− 2)Xm.
(21)
Taking Xm = − R006(d−1) l3 gives the GCD results. Also
notice the minus sign here. This is the reverse of turning
GCD to ACD as pointed out above.
We see that the area/volume deficits cannot both be
proportional to T00 in ACD with any choice of Xm ,
but it turns out that the surplus of isoperimetric ratio
I between them does [1].
I :=
V/V [
(A/A[)
d−1
d−2
= 1+
G00l
2
(d− 2)(d+ 1) = 1+
8piGT00l
2
(d− 2)(d+ 1) .
(22)
The isoperimetric ratio is independent of an overall
change in the size of the causal diamond, so Xm is not
manifested in the variation above. This is therefore not
surprising that this isoperimetric ratio is the same as the
one of GCD in (15).
C. Lightcone cut Causal Diamond
The geometry of small LCD in arbitrary dimension
has not been systematically studied even in non-vacuum,
except for that, qualitatively, comparison theorems re-
garding the area of the cut has also been given in [33].
Here we intend to compute the edge area and maximal
hypersurface volume of the LCD. In addition, we also
give a recipe for associate a non-vanishing volume form
to the lightcone itself and compute its volume under this
prescription.
Recall that the construction of the lightcone cut. One
starts with `a, Ua ∈ TO(M), where Ua is the timelike
vector which defines the orientation of the causal dia-
mond, `a is the null generator of the lightcone. The affine
parameter l of the null congruence is normalised by im-
posing Ua`
a = −1. We choose the basis of TO(M) such
that Uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0), `µ = (1, ni), nini = 1. The RNC is
set up around the tip of lightcone O and the coordinates
of a generic point p on the lightcone are xµ(p) = (l, lni),
6where l is the parameter distance between p and O. The
lightcone cut which defines the edge Sl of LCD is the
locus of points with the affine parameter distance l on
the lightcone. Hence, l controls the size of the causal di-
amond and we shall calculate the relevant quantities up
to order O(l4).
1. Edge area
By solving the Raychaudhuri equation and the evolu-
tion equation of the shear, the edge area deficit in small
LCD is shown to be
δA = −Ωd−2l
d(dR00 +R)
6(d− 1) +Ωd−2l
d−3(d−2)Xm+O(ld+1).
(23)
We defer the calculation details to section V C 1 where
we solve the equations to higher orders of perturbations
that cover both vacuum and non-vacuum cases.
2. Maximal hypersurface volume
We can also make an attempt to evaluate the maximal
hypersurface volume enclosed by the lightcone cut Sl. In
Minkowski spacetime, the maximal slice corresponds to
the geodesic ball with radius l. We expect that the per-
turbed maximal hypersurface deviates from the geodesic
ball. One can treat the lightcone cut as the corrugated
boundary of some deformed geodesic ball. In order to
have a good control of the deviation, we shall assume
that the causal diamond with orientation Ua has spher-
ical symmetry. With this assumption, the maximal slice
is either a geodesic ball orthogonal to the geodesic gener-
ated by Ua or a cone-shaped spacelike hypersurface with
a conical singularity. The latter cannot have maximal
volume, so we end up with a ball that deviates from the
flat ball only radially.
To evaluate the deviated geodesic ball volume, we first
need to locate the deformed geodesic ball with the light-
cone cut as its boundary. We do so by changing from the
RNC centred at the lightcone vertex O to another RNC
centred at O′, which is l′ parameter distance away follow-
ing the geodesic generated by Ua. We use the following
transformation formula between RNCs to the leading or-
der [23].
x′µ(p) = ∆xµ +
1
3
Rµανβ x
ν
O′∆x
α∆xβ . (24)
where x′µ(p), xµ(p) denote the coordinates of a generic
event p in O′-RNC and O-RNC respectively; xµO′ is
the coordinates of event O′ in O-RNC; and ∆xµ =
xµ(p)−xµO′ . We’ve left out a possible local Lorentz trans-
form in the tangent space, which is not relevant for our
coordinate transform.
Take p to be some point in the lightcone cut, it has
xµ(p) = (l, lni). We also have xµO′ = (l
′,0). Since we
should choose l′ in such a way that the ball deviates from
the flat ball only radially, and the radial geodesics are
orthogonal to Ua, so in RNC we should set x′0(p) = 0.
By substitution to the above equation, we have
x′k(p) = lnk +
1
3
R k0i jn
inj l′l2 − 1
3
R k0 0in
i(l− l′)l′l (25)
with the constraint
x′0(p) = l − l′ − 1
3
R0i0jn
inj l′l2 ≡ 0. (26)
The above constraint gives l′ = l− 13R0i0jninj l3 +O(l4).
Plugging it into (25) gives
x′k(p) =lnk +
1
3
R k0i jn
inj l3 − 1
9
R k0 0iR0j0ln
injnll5
− 1
9
R k0i jR0m0nn
injnmnnl5. (27)
This above expression does not capture a radial de-
viation yet. Because of spherical symmetry, we can set
x′k(p) = rn′k with some radius r. We can fix r by taking
the inner product on both sides of the above expression:
r2 = l2 +O(l6), (28)
where we’ve taken the average over Ωd−2, so we have
x′k(p) = ln′k. (29)
Hence, the non-trivial term is beyond the order of inter-
est, so the conclusion is that the geodesic ball is effec-
tively not deviated at leading order in vacuum and we
have the ball boundary sitting at x′(p) = (0, ln′k). Its
volume deficit is purely due to the metric change and is
given by (13). However, later we see that these pertur-
bation terms do contribute in vacuum. Hence, we have
the maximal hypersurface volume deficit of a spherical
symmetric LCD
δV = − Ωd−2l
d+1G00
3(d− 1)(d+ 1) + Ωd−2l
d−2Xm +O(ld+2). (30)
It is less meaningful to compute the isoperimetric ratio
for LCD here as the above volume is only valid assuming
spherical symmetry. Hence, we leave this out for future
works.
Motivated by [7], there is a good reason to fix the vol-
ume rather than the size parameter. We can check if we
can connect the volume deficit to T00 by holding volume
constant rather than the size parameter l. This is the
case for GCD, and thus ACD as argued above. Hold-
ing volume fixed corresponds to a variation in the size
parameter, by solving δV (Xm) = 0, we have
Xm = − δV |l
Ωd−2ld−2
, (31)
7where V |l means holding size l fixed, i.e. V |l =
− 8piGΩd−2ld+13(d−1)(d+1) T00. Now using (23), we can readily com-
pute the area holding the volume fixed:
δA|V = δA|l + Ωd−2ld−3(d− 2)Xm = δA|l − d− 2
l
δV |l,
= −Ωd−2l
d(d2 − d+ 4)R00 + 3R
6(d2 − 1) , (32)
which unfortunately fails to connect directly with the
stress energy tensor.
We hereby summarise and collect all the results men-
tioned and computed in this section into Table I below.
The first row is the Minkowski reference of the geomet-
ric quantities, which is the same for all three diamond
constructions. The other entries are the corresponding
variations to the flat space values. We’ve set Xm = 0 to
keep the table clean.
V. THE VACUUM CASE
We shall now work with Ricci-flat spacetime and we
are interested in the order of fourth derivative of the
metric. In vacuum, the Riemann tensor equals to the
Weyl tensor and we will use Rabcd and Cabcd inter-
changeably. As in the non-vacuum case, we introduce
a size ambiguity l + Xv to the size parameter in all
three constructions, where the subscript v stands for
vacuum. We set Xv ∼ O(l5), such that the dimensionless
perturbation Xv/l ∼ O(l4) is at the same order as other
perturbative quantities characterised by E2l4, H2l4, D2l4
due to curvature. Xv introduces the flexibility to fix
any other geometric quantity of interest besides the
size parameter at the same order. In the following we
will evaluate areas and volumes with the size fixed,
and then append the variation due to Xv in the end.
Nevertheless, if one is only interested in variations when
the size is fixed, the size ambiguity Xv can be set as zero.
A. Geodesic ball Causal Diamond
GCD has been studied by Jacobson et al in [2], so we
simply summarise their results here. The hypersurface
volume variation is
δV =
Ωd−2ld+3
15(d2 − 1)(d+ 3)
[
−D
2
8
− H
2
2
+
E2
3
]
+Ωd−2ld−2Xv,
(33)
and the edge area deficit is
δA =
Ωd−2ld+2
15(d2 − 1)
[
−D
2
8
− H
2
2
+
E2
3
]
+Ωd−2ld−3(d−2)Xv.
(34)
As for the non-vacuum results, we’ve appended the size
ambiguity terms accordingly. We see that as opposed to
the GCD in non-vacuum, here the variations are not al-
ways negative definite and thus not proportional to W as
given in (3). Jacobson et al also considered various plau-
sible deformations of the geodesic ball motivated from
different perspectives. The deformation considered coin-
cides with the prescription of ACD and the leading order
deformation is specified as δr = 16 l
3ninjEij . The second
order variation is unspecified and denoted as X in [2] and
our investigation of ACD in the next subsection shall fill
in this gap. Lastly, the isoperimetric ratio surplus can be
readily computed
I = 1 +
(
3D2 + 12H2 − 8E2) l4
72(d+ 3)(d+ 1)(d− 2) +O(l
5). (35)
B. Alexandrov Interval Causal Diamond
In ACD, our task is to first fix the coordinates of
the edge. Since the two vertices p, q of ACD are given,
we treat it as a geodesic boundary value problem. By
putting the constraints of the vanishing arc-length of the
null geodesics sitting at the lightcone, we can solve for
the coordinates of the edge in RNC base at the centre O
of the diamond. The arc-length of a generic geodesic in-
terval starting at xµ and ending at xµ+∆xµ in RNC [23]
has the following expression up to the order of interest:
L2 =ηµν∆x
µ∆xν − 1
3
Rµανβx
αxβ∆xµ∆xν − 1
12
(∇µRνβαρ + 2∇αRµβνρ)xαxβxρ∆xµ∆xν
−
( 1
45
RµρνσR
σ
αλβ +
1
60
∇µ∇νRαρβλ
)
xρxλ∆xµ∆xν∆xα∆xβ +
( 2
45
RµαβσR
σ
νρλ −
1
20
∇α∇βRµρνλ
)
xαxβxρxλ∆xµ∆xν
+
( 2
45
RµαβσR
σ
νρλ −
1
20
∇(µ∇β)Rνραλ
)
xβxρxλ∆xµ∆xν∆xα. (36)
RNC is set up around the midpoint O of the geodesic interval γ(p, q). We choose basis of TO(M) such that
8Background Edge area A Maximal hypersurface volume V Isoperimetric ratio I
Md Ωd−2ld−2
Ωd−2ld−1
d−1 1
GCD −Ωd−2ldG00
3(d−1) −
Ωd−2ld+1G00
3(d−1)(d+1)
G00l
2
(d−2)(d+1)
ACD −Ωd−2ld(R+(d−4)R00)
6(d−1) −
Ωd−2ld+1(R+(d−1)R00)
6(d2−1)
G00l
2
(d−2)(d+1)
LCD −Ωd−2ld(dR00+R)
6(d−1) −
Ωd−2ld+1G00
3(d−1)(d+1) /
TABLE I: The leading order geometry of small causal diamonds in non-vacuum. The first row shows the
geometry in flat Minkowski background and the rows below give the leading order deviations of the edge area, the
maximal hypersurface volume and the isoperimetric ratio for each diamond in non-vacuum.
time direction is set to be the orientation of the diamond.
Hence q, p have coordinates (±l, 0, 0, 0) respectively, and
the edge Sl is located at x
µ
S = (t, r(θ)n
i) where ni is nor-
malised nini = 1. t(θ), r(θ) are unknown coordinate com-
ponents describing the time and radial directions respec-
tively, which depends on the angular coordinates {θA}.
We have
xµq,p = (±l, 0, 0, 0), ∆xν = xµS − xµq,p = (t(θ)∓ l, r(θ)ni),
(37)
and we can now plug these into (36) and set L2 = 0.
This gives us two equations and each corresponds to null
generators emanating from the top q, and bottom p of
the causal diamond. Solving them simultaneously for
t(θ), r(θ) yields the equations that describe the edge.
The solutions are:
r(θ) = l +
1
6
Eijn
inj l3 +
1
24
n · ∇Eijninj l4
+
1
120
l5
[1
3
(
(11EijElk + 4H
m
i jHlmk)n
injnlnk − 8EilH lj kninjnk + 4E li Eljninj
)
+ 2nk∇k∇0Eijninj +∇0∇0Eijninj + nlnk∇l∇kEijninj
]
+O(l6), (38)
t(θ) = − 1
24
∇0Eijninj l4 +
( 1
45
EilH
l
j k +
1
40
∇k∇0Eij
)
ninjnkl5 +O(l6). (39)
We see that at the leading order in non-vacuum O(l3),
there are radial deviations from flat geometry but no tem-
poral ones, which only kicks in when considering leading
order in vacuum O(l5). This timelike deviation (39) com-
plicates our evaluation of the edge area and the volume of
the maximal hypersurface. Nevertheless, we can circum-
vent the complications at this perturbative order. Since
the geodesic ball orthogonal to Ua maximises the spatial
volume in flat space, we can assume that the maximal
hypersurface in ACD is of the form that perturbs the
geodesic ball. The variations of the geometric quanti-
ties of interest associated with the perturbed ball will be
characterised by the l3, l4, l5 terms in (38,39). In partic-
ular, the contributions due to the l4, l5 can be calculated
already by averaging over the solid angles, because any
combinations of these two terms with other perturbative
terms will have order higher than O(l5). Note that in
(39) the l4 term average to zero in vacuum and the l5
term will vanish according to (8).
Therefore, we can safely ignore these perturbations in
the time direction, and the ACD at this order is thus
effectively equivalent to GCD with a radius variation.
Note that at leading order in non-vacuum, the ACD can
be converted to deformed GCD exactly and one can think
of them being equivalent up to scaling, but here they
are only effectively equivalent in terms of those integral
quantities of interest, namely the volume and the area.
After averaging, (38) simplifies to
r(θ) = l +
1
6
Eijn
inj l3 +
(2d+ 13)E2 + 3H2
180(d2 − 1) l
5 +O(l6).
(40)
We’ve argued that the ACD edge can be effectively
treated as a deformed geodesic ball. The induced metric
9hij on the ball is
hij(x) = δij − 1
3
xkxlRikjl − 1
6
xkxlxm∇kRiljm
+ xkxlxmxn
(
− 2
45
R0kilR0mjn
+
2
45
RpkilRpmjn −
1
20
∇k∇lRimjn
)
+O(x5).
(41)
To compute the edge area, we need the pullback metric
on the edge.
qAB =
∂xµ
∂θA
∣∣∣
Sl
∂xν
∂θB
∣∣∣
Sl
gµν
∣∣∣
Sl
=
∂r(θ)ni
∂θA
∂r(θ)nj
∂θB
hij .
(42)
where r(θ) is given by (40)
The maximal hypersurface volume and the edge area
integrals in spherical coordinates are given by
V =
∫ √
hdd−1x =
∫
dΩd−2
∫ r(θ)
0
dr rd−2
√
h, (43)
A =
∫ √
qdd−2θ = ld−2
∫
Sl
dΩd−2
√
q, (44)
The integrals are calculated in [2], and we simply quote their results.
V = V [(l) + ∆V + Ωd−2ld−3
[
lX +
(d− 2)Y ijYij
d2 − 1 −
l3
3(d2 − 1)Y
ijEij
]
+O(ld+4), (45)
A = A[(l) + ∆A+ Ωd−2ld−4
[
(d− 2)lX + d
2 − 3d+ 4
d2 − 1 Y
ijYij − l
3d
3(d2 − 1)Y
ijEij
]
+O(ld+3), (46)
with δV,∆A given by (33, 34). Yij , X are radius deformation r = l + Yijn
inj +X.
Compared with (40), we can substitute
Yij =
l3
6
Eij , X =
(2d+ 13)E2 + 3H2
180(d2 − 1) l
5,
into (45,46) to obtain the variations
δV = Ωd−2ld+3
(14d2 + 28d− 34)E2 + 6(d+ 1)H2 − 3D2
360(d− 1)(d+ 1)(d+ 3) + Ωd−2l
d−3(d− 2)Xv +O(ld+4), (47)
δA = Ωd−2ld+2
(14d2 − 32d− 4)E2 + 6(d− 4)H2 − 3D2
360(d− 1)(d+ 1) + Ωd−2l
d−2Xv +O(ld+3). (48)
Note that here the size ambiguity Xv here has nothing
to do with X. The latter was treated as a size ambiguity
of GCD in [2] but fixed by ACD geometry here. We see
that including the higher order variation X, as suggested
in [2], does not help make the area deficit proportional
to W . Another interesting quantity to consider is the
isoperimetric ratio I. As discussed for the non-vacuum
ACD, δI is proportional to the stress-energy tensor at
leading order. It is therefore plausible that δI in vacuum
is proportional to the superenergy at leading order.
I :=
V/V [
(A/A[)
d−1
d−2
,
=1 +
(
(−2d2 + 2d+ 16)E2 + 12H2 + 3D2) l4
72(d+ 3)(d+ 1)(d− 2) ,
=1 +
(
12W − (d+ 1)(d− 2)E2) l4
36(d+ 3)(d+ 1)(d− 2) , (49)
where in the last line we have substituted in W according
to (3). Unfortunately, this ratio variation fails to directly
connect with the W unlike in the non-vacuum case.
C. Lightcone cut Causal Diamond
We first compute the area of the cut in vacuum for
arbitrary spacetime dimension d, which has not been in-
vestigated before to our knowledge.
1. Area of the lightcone cut
There are two ways of computing the area. The first
entails solving evolution equations of the optical quan-
tities on the lightcone. It uses the dynamical behaviors
of the lightcone and is less demanding in terms of cal-
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culations, so we are going to follow this method. The
second method is conceptually simpler, only demanding
the pullback metric on Sl in RNC and then the area inte-
gral, but the calculation is much lengthier [35]. Since we
shall also demonstrate the area in non-vacuum case (23)
with the same method, we will not assume Ricci tensor
vanishes a priori in this subsection.
Denote the covariant derivative of the null generators
as Bab := ∇a`b. One can decompose Bab into the twist,
expansion and shear. The lightcone has vanishing twist.
The expansion and shear are defined by the following:
θˆ := Bˆaa = ∇a`a, (50)
σˆab := Bˆ(ab) − 1
d− 2 θˆhab, (51)
where ·ˆ denotes the transverse projection given by
hab = δ
a
b +N
a`b + `
aNb, (52)
where Na is a null vector field on the lightcone obeying:
Na`a = −1, ∇`Na = 0. (53)
In RNC, following the LCD setup outlined in earlier sec-
tions (`µ = (1, ni), Uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0)), we have
Nµ = (1/2,−ni/2), hµν = δµj δiν(δij − ninj), (54)
where the repeated i, j here are not summed. Hence in
RNC hµν is block-diagonalised with 0⊕ (δij − ninj), so it
only projects to the spatial part as expected [36].
The expansion of the null geodesic congruence governs
the rate of change of the lightcone cut area. Denote the
pullback metric on the cut Sl to be qAB , and its volume
form satisfies:
√˙
q = θ
√
q, (55)
where the dot represents the derivative with respect to
the affine parameter l of the null generators.
With vanishing twist on the lightcone, the Raychaudhuri
equation and the evolution equation for shear in arbitrary
dimension d read [37]:
˙ˆ
θ = − 1
d− 2 θˆ
2 − σˆabσˆab −Rab`a`b, (56)
˙ˆσab = − 2
d− 2 θˆσˆab − Ccedfh
c
a`
ehdb`
f , (57)
where Ccedf is the Weyl tensor and we shall use a short
hand for the partly projected Weyl term
Cab := Ccedfh
c
a`
ehdb`
f . (58)
Note that the Weyl tensor appeared in the shear evolu-
tion equation should be defined at xµ = l`µ. Neverthe-
less, we still use the tensor Ccedf evaluated at the origin,
because the difference between the Weyl tensor at l and
origin can be safely ignored for our leading order calcual-
tions later. In RNC, the non-zero components of Cab can
be computed using (54). Because of the projection, only
the spatial parts Cij are non-zero.
Cij =Eij − 2nkEk(inj) + ninjElknlnk − 2H(ij)knk
+ 2n(iH
l k
j) nlnk +Dikjln
knl. (59)
Since we are only interested in perturbative solutions
to (56,57), the ODEs can be solved by a power series
ansatz. It is known that the lightcone expansion is given
by θˆ = (d − 2)/l in Minkowski spacetime. Substituting
it into (57) yields σˆab = −Cabl/3 at the leading order.
Therefore, we propose the following ansatz:
θˆ(l) =
d− 2
l
+ c0 + c1l + c2l
2 + c3l
3 +O(l4), (60)
σˆab(l) = −Cab
3
l + k2l
2 + k3l
3 +O(l4). (61)
Plugging into the (56,57) and solving them simultane-
ously up to O(l3) gives:
θˆ(l) =
d− 2
l
− Rab`
a`b
3
l − (d− 2)CabC
ab + (Rab`
a`b)2
45(d− 2) l
3,
(62)
σˆab(l) = −Cab
3
l − 2CabRcd`
c`d
45(d− 2) l
3. (63)
We are only interested in the expansion to compute
the volume form
√
q. We shall once again use an ansatz:
√
q = Ωd−2ld−2
(
1 + q1l + q2l
2 + q3l
3 + q4l
4
)
+O(ld+3).
(64)
Plugging in the ansatz and (62) into (55) yields:
√
q = Ωd−2ld−2
(
1− Rab`
a`b
6
l2
− (2d− 4)CabC
ab + (12− 5d)(Rab`a`b)2
360(d− 2) l
4. (65)
Now we are ready to compute the edge area. We first
show (23), and we only need the first two terms in (65).∫
Sl
√
qdxd−2 = ld−2
∫
Sl
dΩd−2
(
1− Rab`
a`b
6
l2
)
,
= ld−2Ωd−2
(
1− (d− 1)R00 +R
i
i
6(d− 1)
)
,
= A[
(
1− dR00 +R
6(d− 1) l
2
)
+O(ld+1). (66)
which gives the result (23).
In vacuum, Rab = 0 and (65) reduces to
√
q = Ωd−2ld−2
(
1− CabC
ab
180
l4
)
+O(ld+3). (67)
Computing CabC
ab is lengthy and state the result here:
CabC
ab = E2 − 2E ki Ekjninj + 2EijDi jl knlnk
+ EijElkn
injnlnk + 4HkliH(kl)jn
inj
− 2H mi jHlmkninjnlnk
+Dm ni jDmlnkn
injnlnk. (68)
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Finally, the integration yields:
A = ld−2
∫
Sl
dΩd−2
(
1− CabC
ab
180
l4
)
,
= A[
(
1−
(
2(d2 + 2)E2 + 3D2 + 6dH2
)
l4
360(d2 − 1)
)
, (69)
which in particular when d = 4, with D2 = 4E2, H2 =
2B2, it gives
δA = −2l
6Ω2
225
(E2 +B2) = −2l
6Ω2
225
W. (70)
whereas it is not proportional to W in any other space-
time dimension.
The negative definite area variation can be understood
using the lightcone cut comparison theorem in the case
of the energy condition being satisfied trivially [33]. This
area deficit in four dimensions was partially implied
by the volume form mentioned in studies of quasilocal
mass [17, 18, 20, 21]. Their calculations are carried
out in the Newman-Penrose formalism and therefore
only restricted to d = 4. We here show that this nice
connection between area deficit and LCD surprisingly
holds only in dimension four.
If we relax the identification of the size parameter l
with reference to the Minkowski spacetime, introducing
a size ambiguity Xv gives the the general result of the
lightcone cut area deficit
δA = −Ωd−2ld+2 2(d
2 + 2)E2 + 3D2 + 6dH2
360(d2 − 1)
+Ωd−2ld−3(d− 2)Xv +O(ld+3). (71)
2. Maximal hypersurface volume
The maximal hypersurface volume is straightforward
to evaluate following exactly the same procedure given
in the non-vacuum case. We state the results here and
the details can be found in [38]. The volume variation
assuming spherical symmetry is
δV =
Ωd−2ld+3
(−(40d+ 112)E2 + (d+ 2)12H2 − 3D2)
360(d2 − 1)(d+ 3)
+ Ωd−2ld−2Xv +O(ld+4). (72)
Again, we will not compute isoperimetric ratio of LCD
here as the above hypersurface volume is only valid under
spherical symmetry. We close this section by summaris-
ing all the results in the table below. We see that none
of the quantities have a direct connection with W (3)
in all dimensions. To keep the expressions as simple as
possible, we set the size ambiguity Xv to be zero.
VI. VOLUME OF ACD IN VACUUM
The total volume of ACD has been computed in [1] up
to the leading order in non-vacuum. Since the volume
variation of ACD provides a link between the continum
geometric quantities like Ricci scalar curvature and the
discrete counting of k-chains in causal set theory [4], it
is worth working out the volume expansion to leading
order in vacuum. The result could also be used to test
the discrete causal set action for an ACD region [9].
The d-volume integral can be expressed as the sum of
the upper cone volume and lower cone volume:
V (d) =
∫
dΩd−2
∫ l
t(θ)
dt
∫ r+(t,θ)
0
√
g rd−2dr
+
∫
dΩd−2
∫ t(θ)
−l
dt
∫ r−(t,θ)
0
√
g rd−2dr. (73)
where t(θ) locates the diamond edge as given by (39).
Via imposing vanishing (36) on the lightcone, similar to
how (38,39) are obtained, the lightcone boundary r±(t, θ)
of ACD is given by the following equation:
r±(t, θ) = (l ∓ t)
{
1 +
Eijn
inj
6
l2 +
EijElkn
injnlnk
24
l4 ∓ E
k
i Ekjn
inj
45
l3t+
l2(l ∓ t)2ninj
90
(
E li Elj +
[
H mi jHlmk − EijElk
]
nlnk
)}
,
(74)
where + indicates the upper cone and − indicates the
lower cone and they simply differ by the sign of t. Note
that the above expression is the abridged version, where
we omit terms that will be irrelevant in the integration
later according to (11). One can find the full expression
in [39]. As a sanity check, one sees that at the edge
r±(0, n) = t(θ) agrees with (40) as expected.
Following similar argument in calculating the maxi-
mal hypersurface volume of ACD, only the averaged t(θ),
which is zero, will be relevant. Therefore, we can simplify
the integrals, and the upper and lower cones contribute
the same
V (d) = 2
∫
dΩd−2
∫ l
0
dt
∫ r+(t,θ)
0
dr rd−2
√
g, (75)
with
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Background Edge area A Maximal hypersurface volume V Isoperimetric ratio I
Md Ωd−2ld−2
Ωd−2ld−1
d−1 1
GCD Ωd−2ld+2
(
−D2
8
−H2
2
+E
2
3
)
15(d2−1) Ωd−2l
d+3
(
−D2
8
−H2
2
+E
2
3
)
15(d2−1)(d+3)
(
D2
8
+H
2
2
−E2
3
)
l4
3(d+3)(d+1)(d−2)
ACD Ωd−2ld+2
(14d2−32d−4)E2+6(d−4)H2−3D2
360(d−1)(d+1) Ωd−2l
d+3 (14d
2+28d−34)E2+6(d+1)H2−3D2
360(d−1)(d+1)(d+3)
((−2d2+2d+16)E2+12H2+3D2)l4
72(d+3)(d+1)(d−2)
LCD −Ωd−2ld+2 (2(d
2+2)E2+3D2+6dH2)
360(d2−1) −Ωd−2ld+3
((40d+112)E2−12(d+2)H2+3D2)
360(d2−1)(d+3) /
TABLE II: The leading order geometry of small causal diamonds in vacuum. The first row shows the
geometry in flat Minkowski background and the rows below give the leading order deviations of the edge area, the
maximal hypersurface volume and the isoperimetric ratio for each diamond in vacuum.
√
g =1− 1
180
Cγ αµ νCγρασx
µxνxρxσ, (76)
=1− 1
180
[
E2t4 + (2ElkDlikj + 4H
l k
i H(l|j|k) + 2EikE
k
j )n
injr2t2 + r4(EijElk − 2H mi jHlmk +Dm ni jDmlnk)ninjnlnk
]
.
(77)
Again, we’ve keep only the relevant terms. Note that the leading order of above expansion is already of order R2, so
we can divide the integral into two parts.
V (d) =− 1
90
∫
dΩd−2
∫ l
0
dt
∫ l−t
0
dr rd−2δ
√
g + 2
∫
dΩd−2
∫ l
0
dt
∫ r+(t,θ)
0
dr rd−2, (78)
where we’ve kept the first term of r+ = l − t in the first integral and δ√g is given by (77) above.
The final result is
V (d) =
2Ωd−2ld
d(d− 1) + Ωd−2l
d+4 (7d
3 + 58d2 + 146d+ 108)E2 + 6(d+ 2)(d+ 6)H2 − 3(d+ 2)D2/2
90(d− 1)(d+ 1)(d+ 2)(d+ 3)(d+ 4) +O(l
d+5) (79)
where the first term is the flat space d-volume and the second term is the variation due to curvature.
VII. DISCUSSION
The leading order causal diamond geometry is inves-
tigated perturbatively in our work, both in vacuum and
non-vacuum. It systematically complements and extends
the earlier investigations in [1–5]. We’ve summarised our
results in Table I & II above, and hopefully this glos-
sary will be useful to those who work with causal dia-
monds. There are still a few missing pieces from our
results. We’re not aware of a general technique to de-
termine the maximal surface given some arbitrary closed
boundary. It would be interesting to find a way of do-
ing this and then lift the spherical symmetry assump-
tion in our analysis of the maximal hypersurface volume
in LCD. One may also be interested in the non-vacuum
expansions up to the same order as we explored in the
vacuum case. We’ve left them out, but they can be done
simply by keeping all those Ricci terms that are set to
zero in vacuum. In principle, following the same method
outlined in our work, one can compute the geometry of
small causal diamond up to arbitrary order of interest.
For that, one needs higher order RNC expansions. Doing
this by hand is a daunting task, but fortunately they can
be computed by a powerful tool, Cadabra, following the
guidelines provided by Leo Brewin [23]. Nevertheless, we
can hardly think of any cases where a higher order re-
sult will be useful. Furthermore, one can apply the same
methods to probe the geometry of small causal cones,
which are constructed by intersecting a light cone with
a spacelike hypersurface. This is partly done in [5] and
one can work out higher order geometries following the
same strategy as we tackle causal diamonds.
We do not attempt to interpret our results here, rather
we would like to discuss some potential applications of
small causal diamonds. Since the three causal diamond
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constructions have a wide range of applications in study-
ing gravitational theory, our discussion here doesn’t mean
to be comprehensive. One can also refer to the discus-
sions in [1, 2].
Following the theme of [2], we want to look for a causal
diamond construction that yields the area deficit propor-
tional the Bel-Robinson Superenergy density W in vac-
uum. LCD turns out to be the only construction that
gives such nice relation exclusively in dimension four.
However, LCD is not so nice that the same relation with
the stress tensor fails in non-vacuum. It is still possible
that one can directly connect area deficit with T00 or W ,
with the size ambiguity Xm determined by holding some
quantities fixed in any of the three causal diamonds, or
even with another different recipe for causal diamond.
Since LCD is commonly used in the small sphere limit
of quasilocal mass, it would be interesting to see whether
the connection between various QLM proposals still obey
the small sphere limit in arbitrary dimensions. Provided
the QLM proposals could admit higher dimensional gen-
eralisations, such as the generalised Hawking mass and
the Brown-York mass as proposed in [40], one can apply
the same techniques used in our calculations to such pro-
posals to verify the small sphere limits. Since the area
deficit hints at four dimensions being somewhat unique,
it could be that the small sphere limit of QLM’s also fails
to be proportional to W in vacuum in dimensions other
than four.
We fixed the ACD geometry by solving the geodesic
boundary value problem for the lightcones, and then
computed the integrals. Our methods of probing ACD
can be applied to causal set theory. For example, ACD is
used to test the boundary term contribution in the causal
set action [9]. It turns out that in Minkowski spacetime,
the BDG causal set action [10] evaluated in ACD con-
tributes an amount proportional to the edge area. It
would be interesting to check, using the same machinery
as in section VI, if the same holds true in general vac-
uum spacetime. Another case where ACD is used is in
calculating the discrete Ricci curvature and Ricci scalar
in terms of counting of k-chains in a causal set sprinkled
from a small ACD [4]. One can generalise their results
to higher order, to obtain the casual set counterparts
of other geometric quantities like the electro-magnetic
decompositions of the Weyl tensor E2, H2, D2 and the
Bel-Robinson superenergy density W .
There are other plausible applications of our result.
Causal diamonds appear in discussions of holography [12,
13]. Our results concerning the edge area could be use-
ful in bounding the covariant entropy in some causal
diamond shaped regions, when the curvature scale is
larger than the diamond size. Moreover, by considering
the quantum speed limit of quantum operations inside a
causal diamond, Seth Lloyd is able to derive the Einstein
field equation [8]. It would be interesting to see how one
can generalise his arguments to higher order in a vacuum
causal diamond, and then possibly connect with the ge-
ometry results given in this work. Lastly, recall that we
define the causal diamond as the domain of dependence
of the edge, generalising the standard Alexandrov inter-
val causal diamond definition. We believe our definition
is a more natural way to understand causal diamonds as
it coincides with the notion of causally closed set in al-
gebraic quantum field theory [14, 27], and resembles the
entanglement wedge in AdS/CFT [28]. Although the ac-
tual diamond is not the main object of interest in our
work except for ACD, we believe our definition could be
potentially useful in other applications.
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